
The situation

Emitations.com is a leading seller of celebrity style and sterling silver jewelry. CEO Au-Co Mai ex-
plains, “When we started in 1999 we had little competition…but now its everywhere. We have to fight 
to get each new customer, and fight more to keep them once we get them. The way we’ve grown is 
by having the best products, the best possible shopping experience, the best customer service, and 
by building a community that brings together the people who have bought from us. One great thing 
about selling jewelry is the high level of enthusiasm our customers have for our products. Since 2008 
we’ve had a social strategy in place, but in 2010 we wanted to take it to the next level. That’s when 
we found TurnTo.”
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The Solution

Au-Co continues, “The TurnTo Social Commerce Suite gave us exactly what we were looking for, with 
a range of tools designed to directly connect our shoppers to our customers. The direct connection 
is the key. Our shoppers and customers don’t just want reviews of our products, they want to TALK 
about them, tell stories about them, and ask each other about them. For example, we sell jewelry in-
spired by the Twilight Saga. Our community wants to talk about the jewelry AND about the books and 
films. We want them to have those exchanges here at Emitations.” 

Results

“The reason TurnTo and their “Ask Owners” product works so well for us is the messaging component 
that reaches out to our customer base to bring them in to the conversation. With an 8.2% response 
rate, TurnTo is one of the most effective retention marketing tools we’ve discovered.

“That also means TurnTo is highly effective at getting shopper questions answered, which gener-
ates lots of user content, which helps with both shopper conversion and with SEO. 90% of the ques-
tions asked about frequently purchased items get at least one answer from a fellow customer with 3 
social answers per question on average, the first one arriving most of the time within 1 hour of the 
question. Also, with TurnTo’s “Purchase Sharing” product, our customers leave a comment through 
TurnTo at checkout in response to the question, “Why did you choose this?” Overall, we get more 
contributions through TurnTo than through our reviews system. And because they all come from real 
customers, the quality and credibility is very high.

“TurnTo also has given us valuable insights into the shopping experience on our site. For example, 
we noticed shoppers asking whether a particular earring was meant for pierced ears because the 
photo didn’t show the earring post. So we are redoing the photography on that item to make it clear. 
That’s pre-purchase insight about the shopper experience on our site that we would not have gotten 
from a customer review.

“Overall, TurnTo’s approach to social commerce is a great fit for Emitations.”
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